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PRESIDENT S REPORT

T

he period under review was a
year of continuous growth and
consolidation for the SA Chefs
Association. This included
various specific facets, such as the
Enterprise Development Programme
(EDP), which aims to improve the
abilities of – and create sustainable
businesses for − entrepreneurs
in the industry. Likewise, with
assistance and funding from the
National Department of Tourism,
for the last five years, we have been
able to upskill unemployed youth
under the National Youth Chefs
Training Programme (NYCTP).
In 2016, we saw a greater
understanding and participation in
the functions of the South African
Qualifications Authority (SAQA)
Professional Body and in turn the
Professional Body increased its

participation in educational and
consultation activities. The Technical
Work Group (TWG) worked in various
sessions throughout the country to
complete the Trade Test − and in July
2016, it was piloted at the Centre
for Culinary Excellence (CCE).
For the first time in the
Association’s history, our membership
numbers exceeded 8 000. Overall,
SA Chefs’ Membership has increased
by a staggering 38% since the same
time the previous year – a remarkable
feat. One of the highlights from the
last year was the Culinary Olympics,
where we took a Junior and Senior
Team to Germany and after hundreds
of hours spent practising, the team
collectively came back with two
Bronze medals and one Diploma.
I am happy to report that the
SA Chefs ‘Adopt a High School’

programme, an initiative that was
originally conceptualised when
I first became President of SA
Chefs, has started to take off. We
worked with the Department of
Education on this and the aim is for
private culinary schools around the
country. To offer their resources
and manpower to selected needy
schools in surrounding areas.
Although many of the high schools
have kitchens within their Consumer
Studies Departments, these schools
often have little to no equipment.
The private culinary schools assist
these schools with equipment,
textbooks, demonstrations and
more, as ultimately our goal is
to get these learners to work
in the culinary industry.
On 19 May 2016, our beloved
Honourary Life President, Dr Billy
Gallagher, passed away. He was
an icon in the food and beverage
industry with intimate knowledge of
the South African hospitality industry
and had a passion for education.
His memorial service was held in
Johannesburg and streamed live
around the world. Over 3 000 chefs
around the world watched it and
although it was an extremely sad
time, I was immensely proud that
we could pull off an event of that
magnitude, so that thousands of
chefs could share in the experience.
Our support team in the SA Chefs
office continues to successfully
manage our numerous activities
under the able guidance of General
Manager, Thomas Overbeck. I
thank every staff member of SA
Chefs – particularly the heads of
departments − for their hard work
and dedication this past year.

Stephen Billingham,
President of SA Chefs
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GENERAL MANAGER S
REPORT

T

he year under review was
a momentous one for the
Association, and it would not
have been achieved without
the guidance and support of the
Board of Directors, the hard work of
the team in the SA Chefs office, and
most importantly the support of our
members. The SA Chefs head office
continues to have transformation and
job responsibilities as the focus. We
have had to work smarter and be more
cost effective with limited resources
to achieve a lot. We have also focused
extensively (and grown) in the three
key areas of SA Chefs: Membership,
Representation and Education.
We had amazing growth in our
membership numbers – with overall
membership growing to nearly 9 000.
Our main priority is to ensure that the
interest of our members is sustained
– and that the training and education
of chefs is managed correctly. One
of the key benefits of membership is
access to the larger “community” that
the Association offers. This allows
members an opportunity to network
and do activities with other chefs.
We are extremely proud of the fact
that the Association is “for chefs,
by chefs” − and the camaraderie
that has resulted from this.
Under Representation, we went to
many competitions, most notably the
Culinary Olympics. I was privileged
to join the National Culinary Team
in Germany and it was amazing to
see how the competition operates
and the intricacies behind it. Huge
congratulations to the team for
their resilience, determination and
their “champions’ attitude” – and of
course, for their Bronze medal.
On the Education front, it has
been fascinating being a part of the
Professional Body and understanding
what goes into creating a Trade Test
for the National Artisan Moderation

Body (NAMB). There were many
debates and discussions around the
Trade Test and the final draft was
accepted by NAMB at the end of 2016.
The CCE has enjoyed continuous
growth of the 1-day courses and it has
been interesting to know what courses
are necessary (and trending) for chefs.
Courses such as Gourmet Pizza,
Burger and Street Food, Garnishing
and Plating, Food Costing and Knife
Skills have been the most popular.
The World Chefs Tour Against
Hunger has paved the way for our
relationship with JAM and Stop Hunger
Now, which has allowed us to continue
to feed over 8 000 children every
day. Although our focus for showing
“Chefs Care” is slightly different, our
continuous input and support allows
us to raise funds for needy children
– and look for funds internationally.
The National Youth Chefs Training
Programme (NYCTP) has been a
personal passion of mine for many
years. I feel that each one of the
hundreds of graduates every year
are my sons and daughters. The
NYCTP has gone from strength to
strength and the momentum has
brought hundreds of young chefs
into the industry each year. I humbly
salute the National Department of
Tourism for their support and the
huge congratulations to the students.
I would like to congratulate the
Membership team for working flat
out and looking after the interests
(and administrative responsibilities)
of our members. Lots of previous
members have re-joined thanks
to the hard work and positive
attitude of the membership team.
The cornerstone of the marketing
calendar is Hostex – an exhibition that
showcases a 30-year relationship that
we have with Specialised Exhibitions.
The company became a patron of
SA Chefs in the past year and this

relationship is highly valued and
appreciated. As an NPO, the support
from sponsors, patrons and members
is invaluable – and their contribution
to the industry is legendary.
The demise of Billy Gallagher – and
shortly afterwards, his wonderful wife
Linda – was very sad. I experienced
humble amazement, gratitude and
awe at the outpouring of love,
support, friendship and empathy
that was felt during that time.
In 2018, we say goodbye to
our wonderful President, Stephen
Billingham. I became General Manager
just over two years ago – and didn’t
quite appreciate the complex set up
and structure of the Association and
the sense of passion and pride that
characterises Stephen Billingham. His
structure, strategy and implementation
of the board and operational team has
been exemplary. He is very inclusive
and everything is a team decision. His
capacity to engage with the EXCO on
ideas, issues and problems is amazing.
For Stephen, during his time as
President, the big things and the
little things were equally important.
On the “big” things, it is noteworthy
to mention that Stephen helped to
conceptualise and develop massive
initiatives, such as the Enterprise
Development Programme (EDP) and
the National Youth Chefs Training
Programme (NYCTP). But he also gives
SA Chefs – and me personally – a lot
of his time. His readiness to appear,
pitch up at events, meetings and
exchange ideas is exactly what we
need from a President. A huge thank
you to Stephen for everything that
he has done – it has been an honour
to have had you as our President.

Thomas Overbeck,
General Manager of SA Chefs

Unsplash © Lauren Lester, Chinh Le Duc, Karly Gomez, Carissa Gan, Monika Grabkowska, Brooke Lark, Aaina Sharma, Eaters Collective, Taylor Kiser, Alison Marras
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REFLECTING SOUTH AFRICA’S

CULINARY DIVERSITY

A

network for chefs, cooks
and culinary professionals
at all levels, the South
African Chefs Association
(SA Chefs) continues to grow
and develop to improve the local
food and beverage industry, while
nurturing and supporting chefs
in their chosen career path.
The Association has grown
immensely over the last few years,
evolving into an organisation that
comprises the leadership, presence
and expertise required to reflect
culinary diversity, promote the art
and science of cookery in South
Africa and support local chefs.
Under the leadership of outgoing
President Stephen Billingham, and
the current board of directors, SA
Chefs has raised its profile and

made a substantial contribution
to the development of the
industry across the country.
By developing and maintaining
great relationships with key players
in the hospitality industry, SA Chefs
continues to extend its reach and
impact. The Association continues
to have strong relationships with
the National Department of Tourism
(NDT), Federated Hotel Association
of South Africa (FEDHASA) and
other organisations that represent
the South African government and
the broader hospitality industry.
As SA Chefs is a South African
Qualifications Authority (SAQA)
registered Professional Body, this
allows the Association to have
formal legitimacy in the culinary
industry, and is a prominent player

in developing standard curricula
for all chefs, as well as formally
recognising the designations
and certifications of chefs.
The year in review has seen SA
Chefs implement a range of effective,
far-reaching projects and initiatives.
With the Association’s rich history,
it believes that it has a story to tell;
one of lessons learned, challenges
overcome and successes achieved.
This report represents the
Association’s performance for the
twelve months, which ended on 28
February 2017. It showcases the
regional committees, key projects
and divisions within SA Chefs
and their activities as well as the
impact that SA Chefs has had on
members of the association and
the broader hospitality industry.
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A PROUD

CULINARY HISTORY
1. Founded in 1974
SA Chefs started as a small group
of chefs and has grown into a
professional culinary association,
recognised by the industry. Currently,
the Association has almost
9 000 members and seven regional
branches across the country.

2. Recognised as the authority on
all things culinary in South Africa
Promoting the art and science of
cooking by sharing knowledge and
teaching skills development.

3. SA Chefs members
Catering and hotel company directors,
restaurateurs, chefs, cooks, culinary
educators, apprentices and trainees.

4. World Association of
Chefs (WorldChefs)
SA Chefs is represented internationally
at WorldChefs by Martin Kobald
(current Vice President), Garth
Shnier, Jodi-Ann Pearton and
Adrian Vigus-Brown.

5. Partnerships
SA Chefs initiated and manages the
Tsogo Sun Centre for Culinary
Excellence in partnership with the
University of Johannesburg’s School of
Tourism and Hospitality. The National
Youth Chefs Training Programme
(NYCTP) in partnership with the
National Department of Tourism,
trains 600 previously disadvantaged
chefs annually from certificate through
to advanced diploma level.

THE SA CHEFS
PHILOSOPHY:
•

To provide tools to improve the
standard of the culinary industry in

6. Culinary Team SA
Consisting of six junior members and
seven senior members, they
participated in the IKA Culinary
Olympics in Erfurt, Germany in
October 2016. Winning a Bronze
medal, and a Diploma for their
culinary art display.

PAST PRESIDENTS:
Bill Fenname:

1974 - 1976

Wolfgang Voigt †:

1976 - 1979

Manfred Muellers:

1979 - 1982

Billy Gallagher †:

1982 - 2002

Heinz Brunner:

2000 - 2003

Martin Kobald:

2003 - 2009

South Africa and beyond through
networking and knowledge sharing,
international food promotions,
competitions, workshops, educational
conferences and more
•

To have a significant, positive impact
on chefs’ careers
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MISSION, VISION
AND VALUES
VISION OF SA CHEFS
To reflect South Africa’s culinary
diversity and promote the art and
science of cookery in South Africa.

MISSION OF SA CHEFS
To set and maintain the highest level
of culinary excellence, food standards
and professionalism throughout
South Africa’s hospitality industry.

ANNIE-SPRATT © UNSPLASH

STEFAN-JOHNSON © UNSPLASH

VALUES OF SA CHEFS:

Hospitality representation

Corporate governance

Staffing structures

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

•

Integrity and honesty

•

Trust and respect

•

Open communication

•

Fairness and equality

•

Loyalty and commitment

•

Reliability and supportiveness

•

Leadership by example

•

Development of skills through
education

Education and training

Membership

Events

•

Innovation and transparency

•

Equal opportunity for all
members
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SA CHEFS: STRUCTURE
PRESIDENT
Stephen Billingham

SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT

HONORARY LIFE
PRESIDENT

Allister Esau

HONORARY PRESIDENTS
Manfred Muellers
Heinz Brunner

Dr. Billy Gallagher

VICE PRESIDENTS

HONORARY FORMER PRESIDENT

Kabelo Segone | James Khoza

Martin Kobald

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Craig Elliot | David Keir | Gunther Beissel | Jodi-Ann Pearton
Kevin Gibbs | Nicholas Froneman | Shaun Smith

YOUNG CHEFS CLUB CHAIRMAN

REGIONAL COMMITTEES

Adrian Vigus-Brown

Desmond Davies (KwaZulu-Natal)
Francois Ferreira (Garden Route)
George Georgiou (Gauteng)
GT Lundie (Mpumalanga)
Jocelyn Myers-Adams and
Alfred Henry (Western Cape)
Lesley Jacobs (Free State)
Willie Mctoyi (North West)

ACADEMY OF CHEFS CHAIRPERSON
Philippe Frydman

NATIONAL CULINARY TEAM
MANAGER – NATIONAL TEAM
Heinz Brunner

MANAGER – JUNIOR TEAM
Klaus Beckmann

SA CHEFS IN HISTORY IN BRIEF
1974

SA Chefs is founded under the name Chefs de Cuisine. In 1976 the Association is officially named the South African Chefs Association

1980

SA Chefs wins five gold medals in the IKA Culinary Olympics

1986

Paul Bocuse is guest of honour at an InfoChef gala banquet at the Carlton Hotel

1988

WACS Congress is held in Johannesburg

1992

IKA Culinary Olympics is held in Frankfurt − SA receives 18 gold medals

1993

The first World Chefs Tour Against Hunger raises R500 000 for Operation Hunger

1996

WACS votes unanimously to elect Bill Gallagher as World President

2003

The second World Chefs Tour Against Hunger attracts 150 chefs from 30 countries and raises R1.5-million

2004

First annual International Chefs Day is initiated by SA Chefs and is celebrated worldwide on 20 October

2005

SA Chefs launches the Tsogo Sun Centre for Culinary Excellence (CCE)

2008

Culinary Team SA wins a gold medal at the IKA Culinary Olympics

2009

CCE’s Skills Kitchen and Culinary Theatre is launched
Chef Stephen Billingham is voted in as SA Chefs President
SA Chefs launches Chef! Magazine
CCE launches the Enterprise Development Programme

2010

36th anniversary of SA Chefs
SA Chefs hosts WACS Board meeting in Johannesburg
SA Chefs is awarded Level Two BBBEE Contributor Status

2011

SA Chefs judges over 4 500 entrants for the MasterChef SA TV show
SA Chefs is nominated into the pilot programme for Professional Body status with the South African Qualifications Authority
SA Chefs is awarded a R25-million contract by the National Department of Tourism to train over 800 previously unemployed people
around the country as chefs under the National Youth Chefs Training Programme
SA Chefs hosts the third World Chefs Tour Against Hunger with over 300 chefs attending from around the world, raising R7-million for charity

2012

Membership reaches all-time high of over 7 000
Culinary Team SA competes in IKA Culinary Olympics in Erfurt, and wins gold, silver and bronze medals

2013

The first-ever InfoChef Africa and African Culinary Cup takes place
SA Chefs is awarded Professional Body Status by the South African Qualification Authority (SAQA)

2014

40 th anniversary of SA Chefs
The Certification & Designation Programme is piloted

2015

SA Chefs plays a leading role in developing the trade test for National Artisan Moderation Body (N.A.M.B.)
Thomas Overbeck becomes General Manager of SA Chefs

2016

SA team led by Team Manager Heinz Brunner competed in the their 9th IKA Culinary Olympics
SA Chefs reached 8 000 members
Relaunch of the Presidents Awards Gala Dinner

2017

Rolled out the new phase of the National Youth Training Programme for the next 3 years
Adopt a High School community projects begins
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SA CHEFS BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
STEPHEN BILLINGHAM, PRESIDENT OF SA CHEFS
President of SA Chefs from 17 July 2009 till present
After receiving distinctions in Culinary Arts through City and Guilds at catering college, Stephen’s
career has taken him from London to Manchester to South Africa. He has numerous qualifications
and extensive experience in top hotels including the InterContinental Sandton Sun and Towers
and Beverly Hills Hotels. Stephen is Owner and MD of HTA School of Culinary Art and has been involved
with SA Chefs since 1995.

ALLISTER ESAU, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF SA CHEFS
Senior Vice President of SA Chefs from 04 September 2015 till present
As Group Executive Chef, Events and Catering Training Coordinator for Bosasa, and GM of Mogale
Business Park, Allister has 16 years’ experience working in the hospitality industry. He started his career in
the UK and returned to South Africa to work for the Protea Hotel Group. Through his Chef Consulting
Company, he has trained and worked with hospital groups, restaurants and hotels across SA. Allister is
currently the Senior Vice President of SA Chefs.

KABELO SEGONE, VICE PRESIDENT OF SA CHEFS
Appointed as director on 17 July 2009, Vice President of SA Chefs from 04 September 2015 till present
Kabelo attained his Diploma in Hotel Management before furthering his studies at the Tshwane
School of Tourism. He completed an apprenticeship at Damark Caterers as Sous Chef, before
moving to Avon/Justine. Damark Caterers enrolled Kabelo in HTA School of Culinary Art,
through the HTA In-Service Programme. His commitment to education has seen him rise to HOD in
HTA’s Consultancy Sector. He is currently MD and partner at HTA Training and Development.

JAMES KHOZA, VICE PRESIDENT OF SA CHEFS
Appointed as director on 17 July 2009, Vice President of SA Chefs from 04 September 2015 till present
After completing his studies at Technikon Witwatersrand, James started his culinary journey under Walter
Ulz at Linger Longer as Demi Chef de Partie. He then travelled to countries like France and Germany, where
he worked at Michelin-star restaurant Hugos. James also worked for the South African Embassy in Guinea
and DRC before returning to SA to the Southern Sun group, where he’s spent over seven years. James is
currently Executive Chef at Sandton Convention Centre.

CRAIG ELLIOTT
Re-appointed as director on 17 July 2009 till present
Craig completed his training at The Rosebank Hotel where he developed as Trainee Chef. In 1989 he left
SA for Austria and Switzerland, primarily to educate his palate in international cuisine. He returned to South
Africa in 1991, and for the next 15 years worked as an Executive Chef at various hotels and restaurants
expanding his knowledge, and developing and motivating his chef brigades. In 2004 Craig joined Unilever
Food Solutions as Culinary Executive Chef.
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DAVID KEIR
Appointed as director on 04 September 2015 till present
After receiving a Commercial Catering Certificate at ML Sutan, David completed one year at Silwood
Kitchen and started his career as Commis Chef at Buitenverwatching. He worked functions for three
of SA’s presidents and in Marco Pierre White’s kitchen in London, the African Games and at the World
Spice Festival. He is Group Executive Chef at Fedics, where he’s worked for 19 years. David has been
an SA Chefs member for nearly two decades.

GUNTHER BEISSEL
Appointed as director on 04 September 2015 - May 2017
Gunther is KZN Regional Chair, a member of WACS and the Chaîne des Rôtisseurs. His career started at
the International Intercontinental Köln and the Hilton International Mainz in Germany. After working
as Chef de Partie in various Swiss hotels and the London Waldorf, he moved to SA. Gunther was Senior Sous
Chef at Sun City Cabanas before becoming Executive Chef at The Lost City, Durban ICC, and Durban
Country Club. He is now COO at the SA Food Safety Corporation.

JODI-ANN PEARTON
Appointed as director on 26 August 2011 till present
Jodi-Ann owns The Food Design Agency, which focuses on product, recipe and menu development, food
styling and inspirational upliftment. She has won almost every culinary competition in South Africa,
including the coveted By Invitation Only and Sunday Times Chef of the Year titles, and has competed abroad
in various competitions winning many gold medals. She believes that every dream can come true – and
if it doesn’t hurt to achieve, it is not worth it.

KEVIN GIBBS
Appointed as a director on 26 August 2011 till present
Kevin has been part of the Academy of Chefs since 1994 and was Chair from 1997-1999. He has been
an active SA Chefs member for 30 years and served on the Western Cape Regional Committee for
the last ten years. As Executive Chef at the Carlton Hotel, Kevin was part of the Advisory Panel to the
National Culinary Teams. He also judged competitions in New Zealand and Beirut, and is currently
Executive Chef for BridgeWay Venues.

NICHOLAS FRONEMAN
Appointed as director on 26 August 2011 - April 2017
Nicholas studied at Technikon Witwatersrand before in-service training with Southern Sun. He worked
in some of SA’s finest hotels and was part of the opening of GrandWest Casino. He ran five international
restaurants for Singapore-based Jazzpoint. After joining Sun International in 2002, he worked under
Michelin-star Chef Conrad Gallagher to revamp menus, before becoming Executive Chef at the Elangeni
and then The Palace at Sun City.

SHAUN SMITH
Appointed as director on 04 September 2015 - June 2017
Shaun is Principal of The Fusion Cooking School and Chef Patron of Fusion World Food Café.
He started his chef school in 2002. As a City & Guilds and CATHSSETA-registered Assessor,
Shaun is is the CEP representative to NAMB. He is Worldskills SA National Representative for cooking
and judge for Chaîne des Rôtisseurs Jeune Chef. Shaun is the Vice-Chair of the KZN
regional committee.
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HONORARY LIFE PRESIDENT
AND HONORARY PRESIDENTS
Recognised for their unyielding commitment to South Africa’s culinary world and their
dedication to SA Chefs, Dr Billy Gallagher is Honorary Life President, and Heinz Brunner,
Manfred Muellers and Martin Kobald are Honorary Presidents of the Association.

DR BILLY GALLAGHER - HONORARY LIFE PRESIDENT
Dr Billy Gallagher was one of South Africa’s iconic figures, with intimate
knowledge of the hospitality industry. He was a certified Master Chef
from Westminster College in London, and developed food and beverage
offerings at Tsogo Sun. HIs accolades include an honorary doctorate from
the University of Johnson and Wales and Chairman of the Board at the
University of Johannesburg’s School of Tourism and Hospitality. Billy was
President of SA Chefs for 20 years and President of the World Association
of Chefs Societies (WACS) from 1996 to 2000. Billy was actively involved
in a number of SA Chefs projects until he passed away in 2016.

HEINZ BRUNNER - HONORARY PRESIDENT
Since arriving in South Africa from his native Switzerland in 1976, Heinz
Brunner has achieved numerous milestones, from Executive Chef at the
Carlton Hotel, Winford Club and Sandton Holiday Inn to owner of his own
Catering Company, GHAM Gourmet, and consulting for the hospitality
industry. Internationally, Heinz competed as part of SA’s National Culinary
Team for many years and is also a WACS-accredited international judge.
Heinz is an Honorary Member of WACS and was previously Vice President
of WorldChefs.

MANFRED MUELLERS - HONORARY PRESIDENT

Manfred Muellers, Senior Lecturer at the University of Johannesburg in
Hospitality Management, has led a distinguished career, achieving the
very highest levels in food service. His career began in Germany in 1963
and by 1968 he was employed at the five-star Edward Hotel in Durban.
Manfred is a Certified Master Chef, holds a food and beverage management
certificate from the Lausanne Hotel School in Switzerland and a post-grad
certificate in gastronomy from the Adelaide University in Australia. Manfred
was a lecturer at the Hotel School as well as in the Faculty of Business
Management from which he was promoted to Head of Department in
Culinary Studies. Manfred has, in the course of his long career, received
many awards and medals.

MARTIN KOBALD - HONORARY PRESIDENT
Executive Chef Martin Kobald, a culinary leader in South Africa since 1988,
is Vice President of WACS, Honorary Past President of SA Chefs, and is
a globally accredited Category A judge. Chef Martin also currently serves
as the WACS Executive representative on four committees. From 2005 to
2009, Martin was National Group Executive Chef for Fedics Food Services,
and has served as a judge in various competitions. In 2017, Kobald judged
competitions in Singapore, Istanbul, Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Cambodia and
Australasia. He shares his passion for cooking through his school, ChefMLK
School of Cooking. Chef Martin was the co–convener of the Bidvest World
Chefs Tour Against Hunger organisation and helped raise R8-million to feed
over 5 000 children for five years.
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REMEMBERING

DR BILLY GALLAGHER
SA Chefs Honorary Life President and Honorary Life President of WorldChefs.

CHEF. MENTOR.
INDUSTRY ICON.
AUTHOR. HUMANITARIAN.
Dr Billy Gallagher, we salute you!
17 August 1948 – 19 May 2016
Served as President of the South
African Chefs Association for 26 years.
Honorary Life President of the
SA Chefs Association.
Husband to Linda (deceased) and
father to Mark and Ian.
His experience spanned over four
decades at the highest level, mainly
at Southern Sun, culminating in a
directorship of the company.
A certified Master Chef from
Westminster College in London.
Held an honorary doctorate in Culinary
Arts from the University of Johnson
and Wales in the USA.
Gallagher’s involvement in the
industry was well known; most
notably his work in education.
Spent five years as Chairman of
the Board of the School of Tourism
and Hospitality at the University
of Johannesburg.
Elected President of the World
Association of Chefs Societies
(spanning 90 countries and 10 million
members) from 1996 to 2000.
A founding member of the original
Hospitality Industry Training Board.
Founder of the World Chefs Tour
Against Hunger charity initiative.
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MEMBERSHIP TYPES
Type of Membership

Description

Professional Member

•
•

Junior Member

•
•

Youth Member

•
•
•

Associate Member

•
•

Corporate Member

•
•

Duration

Any Professional Member of the Hospitality and Supporting Industries with a minimum of 3 years’
experience in the industry.
A professional member in good standing shall have full voting rights.

1 Year

Membership designated to trainees, apprentices and students currently studying in SA Chefs’ recognised
hospitality training programmes within the Republic of South Africa.
Junior members have no voting rights but are fee-paying members of the association.

2 Years

Once a student / junior member has graduated and begins working in industry, they will qualify for Youth
Membership.
After 3 years unbroken membership, they will automatically upgrade to Professional Membership.
Youth Membership in good standing shall have full voting rights.

1 Year

Associate membership constitutes a non-voting, fee-paying membership status, and is designated for
those not eligible for full membership, but show an interest in professional cookery.
Associate Members shall have no voting rights and cannot hold elected national office.

1 Year

Corporate Membership is open to all suppliers of goods and services within the hospitality industry and all
related industries.
Corporate Members pay an annual fee to SA Chefs and hold no voting rights and cannot hold elected office.

1 Year

Training Provider
Member

•

Training Provider Membership is open to all cookery schools, training institutions and colleges within the
industry, operating within the Republic of South Africa.

1 Year

Honorary Member

•

At the request of legitimate SA Chefs Members or the SA Chefs Board, the Annual General Meeting may
grant the title of SA Chefs Honorary Membership to individuals who have given outstanding service to
SA Chefs and the culinary profession in general.

Lifetime

Academy of Chefs

•

The Academy of Chefs is the honour society of the South African Chefs Association, and is the vehicle for
SA Chefs to recognise the achievements of its members.
The number of living Academy of Chefs members may not exceed the number of years that SA Chefs
has been in existence.

Lifetime

All SA Chefs Professional members that have been a continuous paid up member in professional good
standing for 10 years may become a Fellow of SA Chef, at the discretion of the President.

Lifetime

•

Fellow Member

•

BREAKDOWN BY REGION 2016:
4 500
4 000
3 500
3 000
2 500
2 000
1 500
1 000
500
0

Africa

Eastern
Cape

Western
Cape

Free
State

Gauteng

KwaZulu-Natal

Limpopo

Mpumalanga

North
West

Northern
Cape

International
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WHY BECOME A

MEMBER OF SA CHEFS?
THE BENEFITS:
Networking: It’s not only what

Demonstrations: There are

you know, but who you know.

opportunities for members to

The regional events, such as

demonstrate at SA Chefs’

InfoChef, help one to network

events such as the Rand Show,

with fellow chefs, assisting in

Hostex, InfoChef and Grand

finding career opportunities

Designs Live.

and advice.
Overseas Promotions: SA Chefs
Job Opportunities: The job

regularly sends its members

forum on the SA Chefs website

overseas to take part in

allows one to advertise oneself to

international food promotions.

prospective employers.
Judging: SA Chefs-accredited
Competitions: SA Chefs

judges are often used for

represents some of the most

culinary competitions, including

prestigious competitions, both

Goldcrest Young Chef of the

locally and internationally − only

year, Unilever Chef of the Year

SA Chefs members can enter

and the Shoprite Checkers

these competitions, and they are

Boerewors Competition.

an amazing way of raising your

Competitions and Judging

profile, gaining experience and

Workshops are held regularly.

meeting new people.
Discounts: Use the SA ChefsThe Magazine: The bi-monthly

branded Makro card to

magazine SA Chef is packed with

receive regular discounts

information on the industry, trends

off ingredients and catering

and news. Members receive the

equipment at Makro outlets

magazine free of charge.

across the country.

Skills Training: The Tsogo Sun

World Association of Chefs

Centre for Culinary Excellence

Societies: As a member of SA

Skills Kitchen (CCE), based

Chefs, one is automatically a

at the national head office in

member of the global network

Johannesburg, is the perfect

of chefs − World Association

place to enhance ones skills,

of Chefs.

with courses such as knife
skills, pastry, food costing and

Certification and Designation

molecular gastronomy. Members

Programme: Essentially, this

receive a 10% discount on

is qualifications for chefs,

these courses.

by chefs, offered to practising
professional and fellow

Trade Events: SA Chefs often has

members.

complimentary tickets to trade
events such as the Good Food

For more information or to

and Wine Show, Hostex and Grand

become a member, email

Designs Live.

membership2@saca.co.za

CASEY-LEE © UNSPLASH
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THE ACADEMY OF CHEFS
HISTORY
• Founded in October 1994,
the Academy of Chefs (AOC)
has grown and developed into
SA Chef’s honorary society
consisting of 44 members of
the top chefs in South Africa.
• Members of the AOC are
experienced chefs, who have
positively impacted South
Africa’s culinary industry, and are
passionate about sharing their own
knowledge and experience with
the younger generation of chefs.

MISSION AND GOALS
• To interact with other AOC
members across the country.
• To demonstrate the highest
standards of professionalism in the
organisation, society and industry.

• To create and promote
programmes that benefit
young chefs or soon-to-be
chefs; targeting schools and
other training providers.

THE ROLE OF
ACADEMY MEMBERS
• To promote education in
this profession and support
those efforts by passing
on the skills, training and
expertise they possess.
• To be accountable for presenting
a positive image throughout
the local, regional and national
communities at events they
attend and/or sponsor.
• To support the philosophy
and goals of SA Chefs and
serve as culinary advisors.

MEMBERSHIP ELIGIBILITY
• As an honour society, membership
is only awarded based on
nomination by AOC members.
• New members of the Academy of
Chefs are either recommended
by current Academy members
or the SA Chefs board.
• To be considered as an AOC
member, one needs to be in the
culinary profession as a Chef
de Cuisine or a Senior Culinary
Educator at an accredited
school for a combined period
of no less than 20 years.
• During ten of those years the
candidate must have been a
Fellow Member of the South
African Chefs Association
and in good standing.
• The candidate must have
served on a SA Chefs’ Regional
or National Committee for
at least one term or have
represented South Africa as
part of Culinary Team South
Africa, among other criteria.

Successful candidates are inducted
into the honour society at a special
ceremony and presented with a
coloured ribbon and medallion.
Red ribbons reflect their passion
for the profession and gold trim
on the ribbon shows the highest
level of recognition, similar to what
the Springbok blazer represents.

ELLI-O © UNSPLASH

PERIOD UNDER REVIEW
The period under review was an exciting
time for the AOC, as the honour society
of the SA Chefs Association now has
fresh energy and renewed focus under
newly elected chairman, Nicholas
Froneman. “For me it is an opportunity
to give back to an industry that has been
more than generous to me in my career,”

CEL LISBOA © UNSLASH

TAYLOR GROTE © UNSPLASH

Nicholas says.
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MEMBERS
•

Alicia Wilkinson

•

Glynn Sinclair

•

Vince Gibbons

•

Andrew Atkinson

•

Heinz Brunner

•

William Stafford

•

Antonette Kennedy

•

Jean-Pierre Siegenthaler

•

Wolfgang Heiduck

•

Brian McCune

•

Jeff Schueremans

•

Peter Kingham †

•

Bruce Burns

•

Kenneth Clark

•

Christina Martin †

•

Bruce McKay

•

Kevin Garratt

•

Daniel Chapat †

•

Craig Elliott

•

Kevin Gibbs

•

Dr. Bill Gallagher †

•

Daniel Dehon

•

Kevin Warwick

•

Gavin Rose †

•

Eugene van Wyk

•

Manfred Muellers

•

George Mazibuko †

•

Eugenie Ravenscroft

•

Manfred Reinhart

•

Gordon Tuckett †

•

Fortunato Mazzone

•

Marc Guebert

•

Hans Heinz Kerber †

•

Francois Ferreira

•

Martin Kobald

•

Kevin Michael Gericke †

•

Franz Knuttel

•

Michelle Barry

•

Lucas Ndlovu †

•

Fritz Flatscher

•

Nicholas Froneman

•

Marina Altini †

•

Garth Shnier

•

Norbert Piffl

•

Mark Charlish †

•

Garth Stroebel

•

Paul Hartmann

•

Trevor Basson †

•

George Bopape

•

Peter Hallmanns

•

Walter Ulz †

•

George Georgiou

•

Philippe Frydman

•

Werner Koch †

•

George Willi Germann

•

Reinhard Nanny

•

Wolfgang Voigt †

•

Gianni Mariano

•

Thomas Bosch

© PIXABAY | PEXELS
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EVENTS

T

he various competitions and
events run by SA Chefs form
an integral part of both the
Association and South Africa’s
culinary industry as a whole. SA
Chefs’ events are a driving force in
creating brand awareness, celebrating
culinary arts, and representing
and promoting members,
sponsors, patrons and partners.
In the year under review, SA
Chefs hosted and participated in
events such as: The President’s
Dinner which kicked off the year
by awarding industry partners
and friends for their long service
to the industry and to SA Chefs.
Initiated by Stephen Billingham,
the evening of the Presidents
Dinner was about recognising and
celebrating important people in
the dynamic hospitality industry. It
would be remiss not to mention the
amazing work that Stephen himself
has done as President of the SA
Chefs Association since 2009.

President’s Dinner Award winners:
1. Connie Butler, Finance
Manager at the SA Chefs
Association (Extraordinary
Service Recognition Award)
2. William Ford, Director of
Platinum Property Holdings

(PTY) LTD (Extraordinary
Service Recognition Award)
3. Mary McGuire, Director of
Protea Hotels Institute for
Professional Development
(PHIPD) (Exceptional Service
in Hospitality Training)
4. Karen Borain, Training and
Development Manager for the
Tsogo Sun Academy (Exceptional
Service in Hospitality Training)
5. Antonio Rossetti, South African
Breweries (Outstanding
Service to the Industry)
6. Marty Klinzman, Marketing
and Public Relations
Consultant at Kenwood Home
Appliances (Outstanding
Service to the Industry)
7. Paddy Brearley, Managing
Director of the Legacy
Hotel Group (Industry
Recognition Award)
8. Shirley Fawke, Hotelstaff
Recruiter and Trainer
(Recognition of Extraordinary
Services to SA Chefs)
9. Colin Grimsell, Owner and
Founder of Hotel Performance
Consultants (Lifetime
Achievement Award)
10. Jorn Doinet, Advisor to
Bosasa Operations (Lifetime
Achievement Award)

Food and Hospitality Africa (Hostex)
Hosted professional cooking
competitions by City & Guilds and
Lucky Star and demonstrations at the
Gallagher Convention Centre. This
networking opportunity showcased
a partnership that the SA Chefs has
had for more than two decades.
The Good Food and Wine Shows
(Cape Town, Johannesburg,
Durban) celebrated culinary
art through various interactive
cooking demonstrations.
InfoChef (SA Chefs’ annual Chef
conference in Cape Town, Durban
and Johannesburg), put on a show
for senior high school learners (grade
11 and 12), professional chefs and
industry heavy-weights, where
the programme was packed with
interesting speakers, interactive
demonstrations, a master class, giveaways and audience competitions.

HIGHLIGHT OF THE YEAR
The planning and preparations of
both the National Culinary Olympic
Team and the Junior National
Culinary Olympic Team’s journey to
the IKA Culinary Olympics, where
they competed against over 30
countries. The Events department
coordinated practice sessions twice
a month for the Junior National
Culinary Olympic team, ahead
of the Culinary Olympics. Under
the skilful wing of Chef Klaus
Beckham, the team returned with
a Bronze medal and a diploma.

OTHER SHOWS THAT SA
CHEFS PARTICIPATED IN:
Grand Designs Live (TicketPro Dome)
All Africa Events ConfEx (Emperors Palace)
Food & Drink Technology
(Gallagher Convention Centre)
National Tourism Careers Expo (Performing
Arts Centre of the Free State, Bloemfontein)
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MARKETING
PR
Radio and TV also definitely played
a part – and as SA Chefs has a good
relationship with Metro FM. Chefs,
Corporate Members and Training
Partners are often interviewed
during the ‘Food Feature’, which
takes place weekly. During the
lead-up to the IKA Culinary
Olympics, Stephen Billingham and
Trevor Boyd were interviewed
on Morning Live and gave insight
into the history of the Culinary
Team, the IKA Culinary Olympics
and highlighted the chefs on the
team. This increased exposure
around the prestigious Olympics,
which took place in Germany.

SA CHEF MAGAZINE
One of the biggest changes in
the Communications area of the
Marketing and Events department,
during the year under review, was
the need for a fresher, new-look
magazine, SA Chef Magazine. The
relaunch of the magazine brings
with it a more modern look and
feel, with content – interviews
with top chefs, recipes, trends,
detailed information about the
Association, updates on events,
regional showcases of restaurants
and more – that appeals to a
much wider audience, from Junior
Members to Corporate Members.
The magazine was formerly called
Chef! and ran for 50 issues.

THE WEBSITE
The SA Chefs website was also
undergoing a complete overhaul
during this time. As the previous
website was so content-heavy, there
was a need to simplify it and make
it modern, user-friendly, interactive,
more interesting and dynamic,
but also give useful additions
for members. The Membership
Management System will allow
members to create a personal SA

Chefs profile; from there, they can
update their details instantly and
directly, make payment immediately
and add any recipes they would
like to share with fellow members.
There is also information on food
trends, updates on the Association
news, events and more.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Much like the magazine and
website, social media is another
communication platform that has
been a core focus – and the growth
has been immense. The focus on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
– updating fans on Association
news, events and information –
has made SA Chefs more easily
accessible to a wider ‘food-loving’
audience and increased awareness
about SA Chefs. As such, fans
interact, share and engage with
SA Chefs more now than ever
before – and have even given
the SA Chefs Facebook page a
5-star rating. During the Culinary
Olympics, a special hashtag,
#SAOlympicChef, was created,
which helped to increase awareness
for SA Chefs and excitement
around the Culinary Olympics.

DATABASE EMAILS
AND SMS
The SA Chefs membership grew
exponentially during the year under
review, making it important that
the members are updated with
Association and industry news.
There are usually four or five
different database communications
that go out each month to share
information on the various SA
Chefs events and news from
sponsors and patrons.

INTERNAL
COMMUNICATIONS
The GM’s Bulletin is sent from the
General Manager’s desk to all SA
Chefs Directors once a week and
used as a communications tool to
keep Directors up to date with what
is happening at the Association.

LOOKING AHEAD
The aim is to interact more with
members and share more stories
with members and the public about
the work that the Association is
doing. The diverse communication
platforms – in particular, social
media, the website and magazine
– will be part of the driving force
that will make this a success.

Unsplash © Photographers: Brooke Lark, Whitney Wright, Luke Michael, Eaters Collective, Toa Heftiba, Monika Grabkowska, Mariana Medvedeva, Christine Siracusa, Timothy Muza,
Olenka Kotyk

REFLECTING
ON STEPHEN
8 YEARS AS PRESIDENT
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THE LIFE OF

A PRESIDENT

S

tephen Billingham took over
the Presidency of the South
African Chefs Association in
July 2009 from Martin Kobold,
before that Dr Billy Gallagher had
been President for 26 years. Although
Billy had done an exceptional job
as President over nearly three
decades; with a newly elected
board, Stephen knew that he had to
steer the SA Chefs ship in a slightly
different direction and champion
transformation and cement SA

Chefs role in the development and
deliverance of culinary education
(for Chefs by Chefs was his slogan).
With this focus on diversity,
he also needed to expand the SA
Chefs member base by greater
increasing youth and junior
membership. Great things had been
done by the Association since 1974
and Stephen needed to strengthen
and build on them.
“I knew that when I stepped
down as President, I wanted to

leave the Association in the hands of
‘home-grown’ President – and one
of the priorities for me was to make
the board more representative of
our nation. I also wanted to focus on
skills development, education and
merited transformation.”

GROWTH OF THE
ASSOCIATION DURING
STEPHEN’S PRESIDENCY
•

The Association is financially secure.

•

It continues to support, develop and
nurture the local culinary industry.

•

Membership is four times bigger. In
2009, the Association had just over
2 500 members. At the end of Stephen’s
Presidency, this number has grown to a
staggering 9 600 plus members.

•

Trade exchange has become the
patronage system.

•

Many more local chefs are placed in
senior management positions. A vast
number of home grown, local chefs have
become Executive Chefs in kitchens and
restaurants across the country.

•

The number of chefs’ schools has
increased. With the rise in popularity
globally of the ‘Celebrity Chef’, many
more youngsters have entered the
culinary industry.

•

InfoChef careers day – 1500 school kids.

•

Founded the African Culinary Cup – was
invented for the smaller African and
Middle East Member countries.

•

Skills training programmes for
community caterers has positively
affected over 400 local entrepreneurs.

•

The Launch of the NYCTP has
changed the lives of 2 500 unemployed
youth nationwide.

•

SA Chefs became the Professional Body
appointed by SAQA.

•

Transformation is a key focus point
and is the desired outcome of many SA
Chefs endeavours.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Began his career in
Nottingham, England

Obtained his O Levels
in nutrition, food and
cookery whilst at school

Received distinctions
in Culinary Arts through
City & Guilds

Worked in Nottingham,
London and Manchester
before moving to
South Africa

Has numerous
qualifications in
training assessment
and culinary
education

Has extensive
experience in top
international and
national hotels

KEY OBJECTIVES
DURING THE PRESIDENCY

1. Education: As his own business,
HTA, focuses on culinary
education, Stephen knew that
he wanted this to be a priority at
the Association too. Since 2012,
SA Chefs has been registered
as a SAQA Professional Body,
representing the chefs, cooks
and caterers of South Africa. This
has resulted in qualifications for
Chefs, by Chefs. The industry
education standards have been
raised and trade tests are now a
thing of the future.
2. Continent-wide assistance: As the
SA Chefs Association is the largest
association across the continent,
Stephen wanted the local team

to assist smaller associations
across the continent with available
resources. Stephen’s vision of a
‘Big Brother’ type association is
now a reality.
3. Patronage: Thanks to SA Chefs’
presence at prominent trade and
consumer shows, such as Hostex
and the Good Food and Wine
Show, SA Chefs now has the
trust of both the industry and the
general public. As such, Patron
Members have more than doubled
since 2009.
4. Regional representation: Various
regional chapters have been
added over the last eight years
– and there are even regional
committees in smaller areas such
as Limpopo.

The Owner and
Managing Director
of HTA School of
Culinary Art

Designed the EDP
and NYCTP training
concepts for SA Chefs

Joined SA Chefs
in 1995

Personally signed over
10 000 membership and
graduation certificates
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IN HIS OWN WORDS
PROUDEST MOMENT
“I will never forget the first NYCTP
graduation that I attended as the
President of SA Chefs. There was
a lot of excitement in the air and
the former Minister of Tourism,
Marthinus van Schalkwyk, was also
part of the ceremony. There must
have been 300 young people there,
all previously unemployed. The look
on their faces as they received their
certificate was completely heart-

warming and something I will
always look back on fondly.”

PERSONAL SACRIFICES
“When I started this journey, my kids
were aged three and one respectively.
I have made tremendous personal
sacrifices and have spent an immense
amount of time away from my family
and business. Over my eight years as
President, I have logged more than
12 000+ hours towards the SA Chefs

Association. This has included local
and international travel, functions,
graduations, meetings, networking,
gala dinners and more. Although
it sounds glamorous, it is a massive
amount of hard work, and I was
happy to do it for the good of
SA Chefs.”
Thank you to my wife Kerry
and sons Liam and Ryan for their
sacrifices over the past 8 years, you
made it all worthwhile.

WISHES FOR THE
NEXT PRESIDENT

MESSAGE TO
YOUNG CHEFS

THE LOCAL TOURISM AND
HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

“My wish and hope for the next President

“It takes a special person to become a

“This culinary industry is one of the

is that he or she continues to grow the

chef. You need to be tolerant and

fastest-growing industries both locally

Association and focus on educating chefs

understand the demands of the industry.

and globally. It is a growing industry

and staying humble.”

The dropout rate in the first three to five

with lots of local and international job

years of qualifying is quite high. You need

opportunities – and local chefs are well

to live it for many years and make a

respected overseas because they are hard

conscious decision to become a chef.

workers. A chef’s qualification really is an

Young chefs need to remember that this

‘international passport’ because you don’t

“I have become more patient and tolerant

is not simply a career, but a lifestyle.

need to convert your qualification if you

during my Presidency. I have also become

Finally look after your feet! The world is

work overseas. It is easy to travel the world

more confident.”

your oyster.”

as a qualified chef.”

PERSONAL GROWTH
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STEPHEN S CULINARY
INDUSTRY HEROES
MARY MCGUIRE

(DIRECTOR
OF PROTEA HOTELS INSTITUTE FOR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT)

KAREN BORAIN
(TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER FOR TSOGO SUN).
These two ladies in the education field
have laid the foundation and sculpted
the chef training landscape of South
Africa since the 1980’s.

HEINZ BRUNNER AND
MANFRED MEULLERS
(HONORARY PRESIDENTS OF SA CHEFS)
Since Billy passed away, I have had to lean
more on Chefs Heinz and Manfred, their
advice and friendship is priceless and I am
forever indebted. It’s been an honour to
have followed in your foot steps.

DR BILLY GALLAGHER

GISSUR GUDMUNDSSON

(HONORARY LIFE PRESIDENT
OF SA CHEFS)

(FORMER WORLD PRESIDENT OF
WORLDCHEFS)

On the local scene, Bill gave me a lot of advice

Gissur was a good friend and colleague.

throughout my Presidency – it is something

We spent hours talking about chefs and

that I will be eternally grateful for.

chefs associations around the world.
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PATRONS,
SPONSORS AND
PARTNERS
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PATRONS
The South African Chefs Association (SA Chefs) annual patrons provide the backbone of
SA Chefs’ sponsorship with companies’ annual sponsorship contributing towards critical
operational costs. Many of these companies have been supporters of SA Chefs for decades
and it is with gratitude that they are recognised for the support that they provide.

ALEX LOUP © UNSPLASH

CAROLINE ATTWOOD © UNSPLASH

Robyn D’Alessandro: “Gearhouse South Africa is proud to have been the technical partner to the SA Chefs Association since
2009, sponsoring the equipment for events such as Hostex, InfoChef, Good Food and Wine Show, the Olympic Farewell and the
Presidents Awards over the years. The arrangement supports SA Chefs in achieving its objectives and at the same time
showcases Gearhouse South Africa’s technical capabilities on small to mid sized events and exhibitions.”

PATRONS OF SA CHEFS ARE:
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SPONSORS

JOANNA KOSINSKA © UNSPLASH

ALICE DONOVAN-ROUSE © UNSPLASH

Lara Wentzel: “The Fisherman’s Deli is proud to be associated with the South African Chefs Association and honours the work
that has been done in growing the industry, in particular for young chefs. We value our relationship and look forward to working
together in the coming year.”

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL
CULINARY TEAM
Since 1980, the South African
National Culinary Team has
represented South Africa and its

talented chefs on the international
stage at the Culinary Olympics and
other international competitions.
The team members give up their
time for no financial benefit, and

HEADLINE SPONSORS

without the support of sponsors, they
would not be able to practise regularly
or travel to the competitions. The
proud sponsors of the South African
National Culinary Olympic team are:
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CCE
TSOGO SUN CENTRE FOR
CULINARY EXCELLENCE
Launched in 2009, the Tsogo Sun
Centre for Culinary Excellence (CCE)
was developed in response to South
Africa’s skills shortage within the
hospitality industry. A modern, wellequipped kitchen and demonstration
space, this has become an important
hub for the upskilling of young chefs
and for specialised skills development.
The CCE is based adjacent to
the SA Chefs head office on the

University of Johannesburg’s Bunting
Road Campus. With Tsogo Sun as
its patron, the CCE encompasses
the Vulcan Skills Kitchen, as well
as a culinary theatre with seating
space that can be used for lectures,
demonstrations, food and wine
dinners, book launches, networking
lunches and so much more.
Dr Bill Gallagher was the major
driving force behind the realisation
of the CCE, and we are pleased to
report that the centre continues

to be a busy hub of skills-training
courses, Enterprise Development
Programmes, practice sessions for the
SA National Culinary teams and more.
With the help of major sponsorship
from some of South Africa’s biggest
hospitality industry corporations,
SA Chefs realised one of its key
ambitions – to create a worldclass training facility that offered
subsidised, basic chef training for
those who may not have the financial
means to afford their studies.

MAIN EVENTS
HOSTEX AND INFOCHEF
Every year, SA Chefs displays the
country’s culinary talent through
a host of demonstrations and
competitions at South Africa’s
largest hospitality expo, Hostex.
SA Chefs also holds a conference
each year, in Johannesburg,
Durban and Cape Town: InfoChef,
aimed directly at professional
chefs and students. The great
success of both these events

is because of the generosity of the
following:

South Africa and Unilever Food
Solutions.

Food and Hospitality
Africa – Hostex 2016
Naming rights sponsor: Wilmar
International – Excella, together with
the following partners and sponsors:
Specialised Events, Lucky Star,
Mac Brothers, Snappy Chef, Sett a,
Tramontina, City & Guilds, Avanti
Coffee, Rich’s, Sir Fruit, Gearhouse

InfoChef Africa 2016
Naming Rights Sponsor: Lucky Star,
together with other partners and
sponsors: School of Tourism and
Hospitality (STH), South African
Breweries, McCain Foods, Sir Fruit,
Avanti Coffee, Fisherman’s Deli,
Braeside Meat and Gearhouse
South Africa.
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PARTNERS
For all SA Chefs’ events and competitions, the Association aligns itself with partners that
kindly assist us with equipment, services and products. Over the years, SA Chefs has been
present at more events and demonstrations, and its success in this field would not be
possible without the following partners:

Unsplash © Photographers: Mariana Medvedeva, Pan Xiaozhen, Taylor Kiser, Jez Timms, Toa Heftiba, Sen Po, Rachael Gorjestani, Amy Treasure, Dmytro Ostapenko, Margo Brodowicz,
Natalia-y, Fireskystudios, Gabriel Garcia Marengo.

THE YEAR
IN REVIEW
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW

T

he Membership department
had an excellent year with
increases across almost all the
different regions and types
of membership offered. In 2016,
membership increased by 3 294 – a
staggering 38% growth from 2015.
Overall membership up 38%

MEMBERSHIP TYPES 2016
Academy of Chefs

44

Associate Member

78

Corporate Member

140

Fellow Member

83

Foreign (Visa) Member

255

Honourary Member

40

Junior Member

4 199

Professional Member

2 839

Training Provider

69

Youth Member

824

Total

8571

UNSPLASH © MIKE TINNION

The breakdown in Membership types
compared to last year was extremely
positive. Every single membership
type increased – most notably Youth
Membership (which increased by a
staggering 61%), Junior Membership
(which close on doubled), Foreign (Visa)
Membership (which grew by 40%),
Corporate Membership (which went up by
over 30%) and Professional Membership
(which went up by 20%).

GOALS FOR
THE FUTURE
•

Have 15 000 members of SA Chefs
by the end of 2018

•

Focus on Training Providers, who
register all their students with
SA Chefs

•

Continue working with companies to
grow Corporate membership

•

Retain qualified chefs who have
finished at culinary school and focus
on Professional members who are

UNPLASH © ALEXANDRA KUSPER
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already in the field
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INCREASES IN
MEMBERSHIP TYPES

INCREASES IN
MEMBERSHIP BY REGION

CATALYSTS
FOR GROWTH
•

Youth Membership

61%

Africa

50%

Junior Membership

50%

Mpumalanga

50%

Word of mouth has been extremely

Foreign Visa Membership

40%

Free State

40%

Corporate Membership

30%

Gauteng

40%

benefits of becoming a member of SA

Professional Membership

20%

Western Cape

30%

Chefs (many people were not aware

powerful in increasing membership
•

Reminding members about the

of these benefits)
•

Interacting with previous members at
events such as InfoChef and the Good
Food and Wine Show

•

SA Chefs as a SAQA registered
Professional Body – and the fact
that cheffing can be done all over
the world without the need to retrain,
like other professions – makes
the Association more appealing to
Foreign (Visa) Members

•

Cleaning up and updating the
database, so that the Membership
Department has correct, current
information for all members – and
increasing the number of mailers sent
out (usually 4-5) per month

•

Reminding members about discounts
on Short Courses at the CCE

•

Essentially, giving back to members
as much as they are giving to the

UNSPLASH © JENNIFER PALLIAN

Association
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SA CHEFS ON

THE GLOBAL STAGE

T

he South African Chefs
Association is the official
representative body for chefs
and culinary professionals
in South Africa. This legitimacy is
given global credentials through
SA Chefs’ membership of the
World Association of Chefs
Societies (WorldChefs).
There are various renowned,
respected SA Chefs members
who represent South Africa
on the global culinary stage

through their active involvement
in WorldChefs. SA Chefs thanks
these members for their support
and dedication to South Africa’s
culinary arts on this global platform:
• Dr Billy Gallagher Honourary Life
President, WorldChefs (deceased)
• Chef Martin Kobald Vice
President of WorldChefs
• Chef Garth Shnier International
Judging Committee Member
• Chef Jodi-Ann Pearton Young
Chefs Committee Board Member

• Chef Adrian Vigus-Brown
Ambassador of WorldChefs
(Africa and Middle East), Chairman
of the Young Chefs Club

THE YEAR UNDER REVIEW
WorldChefs has strengthened
its focus on young chefs through
initiatives like the Bill Gallagher Young
Chefs Forum, the Hans Bueschkens
Young Chefs Competition and
through encouraging the formation of
Young Chefs Clubs across the globe.
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LOOKING TO

THE FUTURE

S

A Chefs continues to work
hard to strengthen the
relationship between World
Chefs and the Association,
with aims to encourage stronger
affiliations with other WACSregistered culinary associations
across Africa. In the year ahead,
SA Chefs will be involved in the
Hans Bueschkens Young Chefs
Competition, the Bill Gallagher
Young Chefs Forum and the
Global Chefs Challenge.
The World Chefs Congress & Expo
is a bi-annual global event where
chefs from more than 100 countries
come together as a united chef
community. The aim is for chefs to
learn together from each other, form
bonds, and strengthen relationships.
From 11-14 July 2018, this Expo will
once again bring the world of chefs
together in the vibrant, dynamic city
of Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia. It will
be an experience like no other, where
guests will learn from some of the
best chefs, experts and personalities,
discover future trends, and immerse
themselves in food cultures from
around the world. It promises to
be four days of knowledge, good
times and above all, camaraderie.

TERJE SOLLIE © PEXELS

KAROLINA © PEXELS
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TSOGO SUN CENTRE
FOR CULINARY EXCELLENCE

I

t was a full and productive
year for the Tsogo Sun Centre
for Culinary Excellence at the
Auckland Park Head Offices
of The South African Chefs
Association. The Centre for
Culinary Excellence has grown
from strength to strength and
2016 was no exception.
Fond farewells were said to two
staff members, Yvonne Mhalari,
the CCE Administrator, and Cassey
Rapapali, a Junior Lecturer. Yvonne

was replaced by Wiseman Zondi,
who swapped his life in finance for
a life in hospitality training and has
proved to be a valuable asset. In
March 2017, the centre welcomed
Batsetsana Mphelo and is very
excited about her joining the team.
The one-day and five-day courses
were once again very popular.
These courses are adapted annually
to ensure continuous development,
with both the material and training
following top food trends.

A total of 746 candidates were
trained on site in the oneday and five-day courses.
Cassey Rapapali visited Durban
to facilitate a few courses in the
city for a number of the Tsogo
Sun units. In total, 105 candidates
were trained in a variety of
skills workshops ranging from
Rice, Grains and Pulses to Meat
Grilling and Hot & Cold Dessert.
The CCE was also used by
the Junior and Senior National
Culinary Teams in preparation

for the IKA Olympics held in
Germany in October 2016.
The CCE plays a vital part in
the continuing development of
cooks, chefs and caterers and
will continue to grow the oneday workshop portfolio to meet
the needs of the industry.

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMES
1. Three successful Enterprise
Development Programmes
were facilitated by SA Chefs in

THE MOST POPULAR
COURSES DURING 2016:
Gourmet Pizza, Burger and Street Food
Basic Cake Baking
Food Costing
Garnishing and Plating
Food Handling, Safety and Hygiene
Knife Skills
Rice, Grains and Pulses
Meat Grilling

partnership with HTA in 2016.
2. It saw the return of
the successful Lucky
Star Programme.
3. The Red Meat Industry Forum
returned with an Enterprise
Development Programme,
which was a change from
the Skills Development
Programme hosted in 2015.
4. Nestlé signed a new programme
and 28 community caterers
were trained at the Nestlé
offices in Bryanston.
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The initiative for the Enterprise
Development Programme (EDP
Programme) was conceptualised in
2007 by HTA, one of the country’s
leading chef training providers.
HTA proposed to the SA Chefs
Association that it could benefit by
participating in the EDP Programme
in order to generate much-needed
revenue for the Centre for Culinary
Excellence, which is the SA Chefs
Association’s training facility.
HTA concluded a written
agreement with the SA Chefs
Association. In terms of the
agreement, HTA provides
the essential accreditation
requirements, programme content
and performs the role of quality
assurance prior to certification
of the caterers trained under the
EDP Programme. HTA and the SA
Chefs Association together provide
the practical or theoretical training
of the caterers depending on venue
availability. The EDP Programme
has been very successful and has
upskilled some 400 black-owned
rural catering companies to date.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
SA Chefs is proud to announce
that on the 30 March 2017 the
West Rand Culinary Centre for
Excellence was launched. The
centre is situated in Randfontein
at the Wilmar SA plant. Wilmar is
the owner of the brand Excella and
has been a patron, sponsor and
friend of SA Chefs for many years.
With the new facility, SA Chefs
aims to bring skills development
and training to the West Rand
and trusts that the new kitchen
will prove to be as successful
as the Auckland Park Centre.
In 2016, the Tsogo Sun CCE
was transformed into the first
External Assessment Centre for
the new Occupational Qualification
Chef, the new trade qualification
under the QCTO (Quality Council
for Trade and Occupations).
SA Chefs is proud to offer
quality training to benefit its
members and their companies and
invite all members to make use of
their 10% discount for selected
one-day and five-day workshops.

LUCKY STAR:
1 group of 14 people
30 June 2016 – 8 December 2016
Graduation was on 19 January 2017 at HTA.

NESTLÉ PROFESSIONAL:
2 groups of 14 people
Group 1: 24 February 2016 − 3 August 2016
Group 2: 10 May 2016 − 18 October 2016
Graduation was on 25 November 2016 for
both groups.

RED MEAT INDUSTRY
FORUM (RMIF)
2 groups of 14 people
Group 1: 25 July 2016 − 6 February 2017
Group 2: 01 August 2016 − 13 February
2017. Graduation was on 14 March
2017 at HTA, which was preceded by a
competition by the 27 students.
The 28th candidate, a young man,
was offered a job for 18 months in Texas,
USA. His credentials (after completing the
programme) influenced his application.
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NATIONAL YOUTH CHEFS

TRAINING PROGRAMME

T

cookery and food preparation.
Adding to theoretical knowledge,
the students spend extensive periods
in the workplace; at restaurants,
hotels, and catering companies
across the country. The course
combines classroom teaching with
workplace exposure, and this has
proven to be most successful in
equipping these young people with
the skills and experience necessary
to thrive in the hospitality industry.
72% of all graduates of
the NYCTP are permanently
employed, with excellent
reviews from their employers.
The National Youth Chefs Training

he NYCTP places high
emphasis on training in outlying
areas. The students are
placed at various SA Chefsregistered culinary schools, where
the schools take an active part in the
creation and success of this dynamic
programme, instilling the highest
degree of skills development and
theoretical learning, as well as ethics
and moral integrity in the workplace.
The students complete the
City and Guilds Certificate and
Diploma in Food Preparation and
Cooking (Culinary Arts). The course
material is focused on the practical
application of the techniques of

Number of NYCTP Students trained
Certificate

291

Diploma

103

Advanced Diploma
(Patisserie)

185

Programme has graduated
1 720 students from 2011-2017
(Phase 1-4b). Approximately 332
graduates are currently studying in
the programme.
The below graph illustrates the
number of graduates attained for
each phase; broken down into the
qualifications.

NUMBER OF GRADUATES ATTAINED FOR EACH PHASE:
667
620
536 536

527
462
420
376

282
242

244
188

175
115

105

70

59
0

0

0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Graduates

There are numerous graduates
who have received the
opportunity to work abroad.
Approximately 100 of our
graduates have been placed and

Phase 3

Certificate

Phase 4a

Diploma

a few more are still being placed.
Our graduates have been placed
in the following destinations abroad:
• Seychelles
• Dubai

Phase 4b

Advanced Diploma

• North Carolina – Florida
Admirals Cave Country Lodge
• Texas – Horseshoe Bay
Resort
• Colorado – Broadmoor Hotel
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CHANGING LIVES
SA Chefs is thrilled to have received many success stories from students and graduates
who are flourishing. Here are a few tales of success.

LUXOLO TABATA
“I owe my success story to the NYCTP.

NHLALWENHLE
BASIL XOLO

I was a dishwasher in a restaurant in

From an early age, I dreamed of becoming a

Cape Town. I saw the first season of

chef. After completing my Matric, the only

MasterChef South Africa, decided to enter

thing on my mind was to study Culinary

the competition and made it to the top 35.

Arts, but that was not possible because my

Then I got a call from Tsogo Sun Silver Star

parents could not afford the school fees.

Casino offering an opportunity to work and

One day, I was reading a newspaper and

study with them under the NYCTP. After I

came across an advert by the Department

had successfully finished my certificate

of Tourism together with SA Chefs,

and diploma, I got promoted to Chef De

offering potential candidates a learnership

Partie with Silver Star, then later that year

programme to study to become chefs. I

I got promoted to Sous Chef. After a year,

applied immediately, was accepted, and

I got a job as Executive Sous Chef at the

enrolled at the International Hotel School

RAMOLA MOODLEY

Wanderers Club and finished a year there.

Durban until I graduated with a City &

“My journey with SA Chefs and the NYCTP

I’m now currently with DoubleTree Resort

Guilds Diploma in Professional Cookery.

began in 2012. Little did I know that this

and Spa by Hilton Hotel Seychelles as the

That was the turning point of my life. I

would be the beginning of a brand-new

Resort Chef. I also held the position of

started working for a private game lodge

career for me and an exceptional culinary

Vice Chairman of the SA Chefs Youth Chefs

in KwaZulu-Natal as a Commis Chef, then

experience thus far. My passion for

Club for three years. I would like to thank

I had a short stint at Hilton Durban until I

cooking and baking began at a very early

the NYCTP for giving me the opportunity

was offered the opportunity to work in the

age − and I’m grateful to SA Chefs and

to be a chef.”

United Kingdom at a 5-star hotel to gain
more experience and knowledge as a chef.

NYCTP for giving me (and many

Today, I work as a Chef de Partie for

other young chefs) the opportunity to
study further and develop our passion

P&O Cruises and have spent the last two

A NOTE FROM THE
DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM

years cruising to all corners of the world,

professional environment.
Since 2012 I have obtained three

“The National Department of Tourism is

imagine. The NYCTP has changed my

qualifications: Certificate in Professional

extremely proud of its partnership with the

life and I am honoured to have been part

Cookery, Diploma in Culinary Art and

SA Chefs Association. By implementing a

of it. I hope that the Department of

Diploma in Patisserie (Pastry). My career

training programme under the auspices of

Tourism and SA Chefs can continue with

has opened many doors for me over the

the Expanded Public Works Programme of

this great initiative because it is indeed a

years. I worked on the MSC Opera and I am

the Department, we continue to ensure that

remarkable success.”

now Head Chef of Boesies Restaurant at

unemployed youth from around South Africa

Umuzi Lodge in Mpumalanga. I also look

qualify as professional chefs. Their skills

after the wedding and conference venues

are sought-after not only in South Africa,

on the premises. I have learnt a lot from

but also around the world. The success

my senior chefs in the industry.

stories from the thousands of youth who

Working with people from different

have completed the National Youth Chefs

backgrounds, cultures and nationalities

Training Programme is testament to this

has helped me broaden my horizon to

inspiring initiative. We wish to thank the SA

the diverse culinary experiences that we

Chefs Association and its trainers for their

can be exposed to in the industry, at any

contribution to the success of this initiative

given time. I would like to thank SA Chefs,

and to congratulate all graduates of the

NYCTP and their sponsors for believing in

programme as they continue to make a

educating the youth of today to create a

difference to our local hospitality industry.”

better tomorrow for everyone.”

- Ms. Tokozile Xasa, MP; Minister: Tourism

into a skill that would help us in the

preparing the finest cuisine you can
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THE NYCTP TRAINING
PROVIDERS

N

YCTP students are placed
at SA Chefs-registered
Training Providers across the
country. Deepest gratitude
goes to the schools and colleges
listed below for their commitment

to upskilling the youth of South
Africa and ensuring that the NYCTP
graduates have the skills needed to
thrive in the hospitality industry.
Currently there are 19 schools
participating in the programme:

Province

Schools

Gauteng

Prue Leith Chefs Academy (Pretoria)
NDS Chefs Academy (Vaal-Vanderbijl Park)
Food & Beverage Institute (Johannesburg)
Swiss Hotel School
HTA School of Culinary Art

KZN

1 000 Hills Chef School
Fusion Cooking School

Western Cape

Francois Ferreira Academy (George)
The International Hotel School (Cape Town)
Silwood School of Cookery
Ikusasa School of Cooking

Limpopo

Limpopo Chefs Academy
Vhembe FET College
Waterberg FET College

Mpumalanga

Mpumalanga Regional Training Trust

Free State

Food & Beverage Institute

Eastern Cape

Alfresco International Academy

North West

Mafikeng Hotel School
Royal Bafokeng Institute (Rustenburg)

UNSPLASH © CALUM LEWIS

Schools involved in the NYCTP
may change depending on the
learner allocation, budgets, school
performance and learner results.
In 2017, SA Chefs, in partnership
with the National Department of
Tourism, committed to sourcing
black-owned schools as well as
procuring sundries from BEE Level
One suppliers.
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW
FOR SA CHEFS IN THE MEDIA

T

THE MARKETING AND
EVENTS DEPARTMENT
HAS PLAYED A VITAL
ROLE IN MANAGING
THE BRAND:
•

Creating awareness

•

Forming industry partnerships

•

Sharing information to its database

•

Managing campaigns and marketing

•

Promoting SA Chefs, its members,

initiatives

ERIK LUNDQVIST © UNSPLASH

patrons, sponsors and associates

ISSUE 02 | 2017

The Marketing department
has worked hard to create and
build on relationships with big
media platforms such as:
• SABC Television
• SABC Radio
• Media 24 publications

SACH EF

The Of ficial Voice of the South African Chefs Association

THE

OD
GOODANFO
D
OW
WINE SH

BURG

ES
JOHANN

Highlights and major
achievements include:
• Morning Live interview
• Continuous Metro FM
interview opportunities

MARCO PIERRE WHITE

An Exclusive Interview with the
Godfather of Modern Cooking

THE YOUNG CHEFS CLUB

Up Your Game and Learn from the Best

ISSUE 05 | 2018

SACH EF

MEDIA

TOTAL REACH AND VALUE
ACROSS ALL MEDIA FOR
SA CHEFS FROM 1 MARCH
2016 TO 28 FEB 2017
WAS RECORDED AT
R22 104 441,18 AND
BROKEN DOWN AS:

The Of ficial Voice of the South African Chefs Association

Online: R8 968 251, 66
Print: R7 760 782, 16
Broadcast: R5 375 407, 36

To demonstrate skills and talent, we ran
culinary theatres at major hospitality shows

CULINARY SCHOOLS
IN SOUTH AFRICA

across the country. Professional cooking

An Audit of the Leading Tertiary
Education Providers

competitions and food and wine dinners

ARTISANAL ALCOHOL PRODUCTS

were hosted as well as SA Chefs’ premier
conference InfoChef Africa.

MEDIA

his year saw the level of brand
awareness and exposure
grow, and SA Chefs extended
its reach and expanded to
a larger audience by exploring
new and bigger media platforms.
It became innovative, interactive,
informative and trendy on social
media, using Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram to share items such as
dishes prepared by member chefs,
industry highlights, food trends
and facts, celebrate patrons and
industry friends, and to promote
the association and its members.

Reinventing the Classics

IGOR MISKE © UNSPLASH
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SA CHEFS AS A
PROFESSIONAL BODY
In 2012, SA Chefs was recognised by the
South African Qualifications Authority
(SAQA) as a Professional Body and in
November 2016 had its first review for
re-recognition.
SA Chefs must adhere to strict
criteria to retain the recognition as a
Professional Body, including:
•

Set criteria to promote and
monitor Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) for its members
to meet the relevant professional
designation requirements

•

Develop, award and monitor (and
revoke) its professional designations
in terms of its own rules, legislation
and or international conventions

•

Publish a code of conduct and
operate a mechanism for the
reporting and investigation of
members who are alleged to have
contravened the code

•

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION
OF THE TRADE TEST FOR
THE CHEF QUALIFICATION
Since 2013, SA Chefs has been
involved with the Quality Council
for Trades and Occupations (QCTO)
to develop new Chef and Cook
qualifications in South Africa. The
Technical Work Group (TWG)
was formed to work in various
sessions (throughout the country) to
complete the Trade Test in 2016.
In July 2016, the Trade Test was
piloted at the Centre for Culinary
Excellence (CCE) in Auckland Park in
Johannesburg. During this process,
the TWG identified (and eliminated)
many challenges, including some
content in the Trade Test. This was
achieved through much deliberation
− and the final draft was accepted
by the National Artisans Moderation
Body (NAMB) at the end of 2016.

Make career advice related
information available to SAQA

The results of the re-recognition are
available online.

UPGRADING OF THE CHEF
AND COOK QUALIFICATIONS
Earlier in 2017, the Chef qualification
was upgraded from NQF level 4
to NQF level 5 and the credits

upgraded accordingly. The Cook
qualification was also upgraded
with two part-qualifications:
Kitchenhand and Food Handler.
SA Chefs has also been involved
in the redevelopment of several
other part-qualifications.
One of the hallmarks of these
is the fact that a student can start
as a Food Handler and work their
way up to Head Chef. Likewise,
the modules are transferable
downwards, therefore, if a student
is unsuccessful in achieving a
qualification at a higher NQF level,
there is portability downwards
to achieve a lower qualification.
The credit and level
changes to the Chef and Cook
qualifications were designed and
signed off by a core group of
individuals, including members
who originally developed the
Qualification − and the changes
were implemented. The Cook
and Kitchen Hand Qualifications
were updated to reflect these
changes and sent to the QCTO
for the registration process.

The intended new qualification structure includes:

NQF 6

Managerial Chefs
(Sous/Head/Exec)
STILL TO BE DEVELOPED

NQF 5

Chef 343401
(Chef de Partie)

Pastry Chef
(Chef specialisation)
STILL TO BE DEVELOPED

NQF 4

Cook 512101
(Commis Chef/ Restaurant Cook/Deli Cook)

Fast Food Cook 841101
(Cook with a Service Component)

NQF 3

Kitchenhand

FSA
Food Service Assistant
(Kitchenhand with a Service Component)

NQF 2

Food Handler

Food and Beverage
Services Attendant 513102
(with a Cook Component)
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DESIGNATION AND
CERTIFICATION
Launched in 2014, the Designation and
Certification process has steadily gained
ground amongst the industry with more
individuals and corporates seeing the
immense value of this process. Tsogo
Sun is once again at the forefront with
its staff being certified and designated
throughout the year.
Both programmes are incredibly
valuable for recognition of chefs and
the tremendous work that they have
done. Recognising their skill level and
ensuring that they have a certificate as
proof of Professional Body endorsement
is vital.
SA Chefs requires all chefs that are
designated and certified to adhere to
the Continuing Professional Development
Policy and this is audited every two years.
The changes in the qualifications and
structure have affected the content and
requirements of Designations and the
Certification Programmes and an upgrade
is expected.

CALA © UNSPLASH

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN
FOR STUDENTS?

PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS
OF THE PROFESSIONAL BODY

All the new qualifications have been
developed on the foundation of the
tried and tested international City &
Guilds syllabi. The 6- and 12-month
chef courses currently on offer will end,
as Cooks will require 12 to 18 months
of studying (incorporating a minimum
of six months’ work experience) and
Chefs will require a minimum of three
years of studying (incorporating
a minimum of 18 months’ work
experience). The only shorter courses
available will be part-qualifications.
Once qualified, graduates register
with SA Chefs as the Professional
Body, which in turn registers them on
the NLRD, where the work history
and CV of every qualified chef and
cook will be available for reference
checking by employers. Continuous
Professional Development (CPD) points
will be required to be earned each year
to maintain membership, ensuring all
qualified chefs remain current, upto-date and actively involved in the
industry to keep their registration valid.

In 2016, there was a greater
understanding and participation
in the functions of the
Professional Body and, in turn,
the Professional Body increased
its participation in educational
and consultation activities.
Many training providers reached
out to SA Chefs for assistance
in preparing their accreditation
documentation and SA Chefs
is pleased to announce that all
training providers who received
assistance and submitted their
documents to the Quality Council
for Trades and Occupations
(QCTO) have been accredited.
The Professional Body cannot
exist in isolation and all partners
within the educational scope
need to be consulted regularly
− which is a key responsibility
of the Professional Body − thus
ensuring that members are kept
up-to-date on developments.
Some of the highlights of

2016/2017 are the communication
between the QCTO and City &
Guilds, which proved extremely
valuable and successful. The roles and
responsibilities for QCTO and City &
Guilds were set out and published in
2017, easing the concern of many of
our training providers and members.
The Culture, Art, Tourism,
Hospitality, and Sport Sector
Education and Training Authority
(CATHSSETA) has signed an
agreement making some funding
available to ensure that learning
material, and the criteria and guideline
documents are finalised and made
available to training providers.

LOOKING AHEAD
Though SA Chefs has achieved
several great successes in the year
under review, it continues to uplift
and dedicate itself to ensuring
quality culinary training is accessible
to all. It is committed to seeing the
recognition of the Trade Chef − and
the value it holds towards building
a transformed South Africa.

Unsplash © Photographers: Brooke Lark, Lauren Lester, Brigitte Tohm, Monika Grabkowska, Jennifer Pallian, Joanna Kosinska, Cathal Mac An Bheatha, Brenda Godinez, Taylor Kiser,
Chris Lawton, Cala, Lex Sirikiat.

ACHIEVEMENTS
AND SUCCESSES
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SOUTH AFRICAN

NATIONAL CULINARY TEAM
A PROUD HISTORY OF
COMPETITIVE COOKING
South Africa first sent a team overseas to
compete in the Culinary Olympics in 1980;
bringing home five individual gold medals
and winning fourth place overall in the Hot
Kitchen competition. For the first time ever
in 2000, the South African National Culinary
Team or Culinary Team South Africa as it
is now known, comprised a wholly South
African born and trained team.
Throughout the culinary team’s
history, renowned chefs have been a part
of the team. Over the years members have
included Bill Gallagher, Heinz Brunner,
Manfred Muellers, Bruce Burns, Andrew
Atkinson, Garth Shnier, Paul Hartmann,
David Higgs and Garth Stroebel.
Culinary Team South Africa is to food
what the Springboks are to rugby and the
Proteas are to cricket. This National Team
is the official squad, which represents
South Africa in culinary competitions
around the world.

THE TRAINING
In mid-March, the South African National
Culinary Team prepared their menu for a
group of celebrities, media, bloggers and
foodies, who continued to share news
about the team and their various activities
on their various social media platforms.
The team’s itinerary leading up to the
Olympics in October was extensive. It
included displaying the cold table at Food
& Hospitality Africa Expo at Gallagher
Convention Centre on 3 May and on 20
June the team prepared a by-invitationonly dinner for 110 people. On 18 July, the
team prepared another by-invitation-only
dinner for 110 guests at the Mount Nelson
Hotel, and finally, the team practice
concentrating on the cold table took place
on 19 and 20 September.

#SAOLYMPICCHEF
In the spirit of the wording on the team
emblem “Masakhane” − which means
“let’s build each other” – in 2016, the
South African National Culinary Team
invited the nation to follow their journey
to the IKA Culinary Olympics on Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram using the hashtag
#SAOlympicChef.
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CULINARY OLYMPICS,
FACTS & FIGURES
IKA Culinary
Olympics took place
in Erfurt, Germany
from 22 to 25
October 2016

59 nations and
over 2 000 chefs
competed

The chefs are all
volunteers, picked
from the very best
available in South
Africa, and trained
for over two years
for this event

The ‘Springboks’
hold down fulltime jobs that

ON THE MENU (SENIOR
CULINARY TEAM):

ON THE MENU
(JUNIOR TEAM)

Starter: Cape Crayfish Malay – poached

Starter: Squid Terrine and Marinated

crayfish, pressed carrot terrine, carrot

Octopus Mussels - chorizo cream,

mayonnaise and Malay curry sauce.

lemon jam, risotto cracker,

Main: Springbok ‘Masakhane’ – pan-roasted

seaweed, pea shoots, mussel foam

loin of Springbok, rolled veal sweetbreads,

Main: Herbed loin of lamb, own jus,

The sounds of

red cabbage and cider purée, savoy

celeriac puree, charred onion

Shosholoza were

cabbage and Boulangére potato.

Romanesco; herb oil, lamb pie;

proudly heard

Dessert: A textured splash of raspberry,

kidney vinaigrette

from South African

rose, coconut and white chocolate - coconut

Dessert: Pear sponge and Sous Vide

supporters

sand, coconut sorbet, coconut sponge, rose

vanilla pear, pear puree, chocolate

jelly, rose meringue, raspberry mousse, and

syrup, pear meringue, bitter caramel

raspberry jelly.

and vanilla ice cream.

only allow for
practices once
a month

South African
competed in
their 9th IKA
Culinary Olympics

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
“Team Masakhane are excellent
ambassadors for our country and
hopefully will stay together for the
next Olympics in four years’ time.

It has been an honour for this team
to represent South Africa amongst
the world’s top culinary nations.”
South African National Culinary
Team Manager, Heinz Brunner.
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FEEDING OUR

NATION S CHILDREN

S

upported by chefs from
across the globe since its
inception in 1993, the World
Chefs Tour Against Hunger
(WCTAH) has grown to become a
symbol of hope, unity and strength;
an initiative that demonstrates
the incredible good that can be
done when people work together
to feed the nation’s children.

After the successful completion of
the third Bidvest World Chefs Tour
Against Hunger in August 2011,
which raised over R7.4-million, feeding
schemes and charities across South
Africa have benefited from the
WCTAH fund.
A decision was made to donate
food, rather than money, which ensures
that the money is used in correct way

- to feed children in need - and that
the funds can be used as effectively
as possible. The charities place
dry goods orders on a monthly
basis and SA Chefs manages the
payment and distribution of these
orders to ensure that the right
orders and quantities are received.
Over 8 000 children are fed on
a daily basis by the WCTAH Fund.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

African chapter of Rise Against Hunger,

nutritious porridge are handed out to

The current structure of the WCTAH came

a global organisation with a goal to end

kids around the country every day.

to an end on 31 May 2017, but going

worldwide hunger by 2030. Also JAM

SA Chefs would like to salute the

forward, the legacy will be kept alive

SA, a nutritional feeding scheme with

champions behind the WCTAH, namely

through other initiatives. These initiatives

the aim to ‘sustain a child for a day’, by

Bridget Gunner, and the generous

include Stop Hunger Now – the South

ensuring that over 96 000 bowls of highly

sponsors and patrons.

Charities supported by WCTAH
Akani Diepsloot Foundation

Gauteng

School

950 children, including 60 orphans are given a daily meal at school

African Community Feeding
Scheme (ACFS)

Gauteng

Feeding Scheme

1 200 families supported through food parcels (assisting 5 000 - 6 000
children), 100 children supported through malnutrition programmes

Hands At Work

Mpumalanga

Feeding Scheme

300 children receive a daily meal

Thari Mmelegi Orphanage

North West

Orphanage and
Feeding Scheme

89 children (including orphans) are part of a daily feeding scheme

Molwantwa Kgolo

Limpopo

Feeding Scheme

160 children are part of an after-care programme,
which includes lunch and assistance with homework

Elanja Children’s Initiative

Free State

3 x School
Feeding Scheme

480 children receive a daily meal at school

Just Us 4 Children

KwaZulu-Natal

Crèches and
Feeding Scheme

1 700 children receive a daily meal

Nkwezana Primary School

Eastern Cape

School Feeding
Scheme

612 children are supported with breakfast daily

Love 2 Give To Children
(Stellenbosch Community
Development Programme)

Western Cape

Community
Feeding Scheme

1 200 children are supported with food parcels that are
distributed to 100 families

Beautiful Gate

Western Cape

Orphanage and
Feeding Scheme

150 community children receive food parcels, 41 are part of an aftercare meal programme

Christina Kiddie Orphanage

Northern Cape

Orphanage

28 children are cared for at the orphanage with three meals daily

Bophelo Care Centre

Northern Cape

Orphanage

+/-12 abandoned babies receive baby formula
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Funds raised from 1993 to 2017

Growth of children fed annually

1993

100 chefs in attendance

20 countries
represented

R500 000

1 charity
supported

2012

6 416 children

8 charities

2003

210 chefs in attendance

50 countries
represented

R1.5m

2 charities
support

2013

7 400 children

12 charities

2014

8 006 children

250 chefs in attendance

40 countries
represented

R7.4m

12 charities
supported

12 charities

2011

2015

8 300 children

12 charities

2012
to 2015

On-going fundraising
projects held annually

-

R1.7m

12 charities
supported

2016

8 300 children

12 charities

A YEAR OF

EVENTS, MILESTONES
AND SPECIAL MOMENTS
MANDELA DAY 2016
In 2016, World Chefs Tour and
SA Chefs Association celebrated
five years of participating in
Mandela Day activities.
Since 2014, the World Chefs
Tour has changed its format from
interacting and feeding only 50
children for a day, to holding
‘Soup Days’; choosing instead to
serve the community at large by
preparing soup in 25lt cast iron
pots over open fires. From serving
800 children in 2014, it grew to
1 300 children in 2015. In 2016,
in excess of 1 500 children were
served. This has meant that it
has a far greater impact on the
community, in honour of Madiba
and in supporting Mandela Day.
The activities took place at
the ACFS Malabese Centres in
Pimville and Naledi in Soweto.
SA Chefs staff served the
community, while team building
at the same time. It was a vibrant
and energetic day enjoyed by all.
Thanks go to Turn N Slice for
supplying the fresh vegetables that
went into making the soup. Turn N
Slice have continuously supported
Mandela Day for the past five years.
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INTERNATIONAL CHEFS
DAY 2016
International Chefs Day was
created by Dr Bill Gallagher over
10 years ago, and is celebrated
around the world through giving
back. It has become a joint initiative
between the World Association
of Chefs Societies (WACS) and
Nestlé Professional, calling on all
Chefs Associations worldwide to
take part. This is the second year
that SA Chefs have participated in
this new partnership format. The
theme for 2016 was “Art on a Plate”,
where children were taught about
healthy eating by chefs, turning
recipes into creative, edible art.

INTERNATIONAL CHEFS
DAY IN NUMBERS
•

289 children participated

•

84 chefs assisted

•

13 venues hosted events

•

15 schools participated

VENUES
•

Nestlé Professional Head Office
Johannesburg, Gauteng

•

African Pride Melrose Arch
Johannesburg, Gauteng

•

Thava Indian Restaurant
Johannesburg, Gauteng

•

HTA School of Culinary Art
Johannesburg, Gauteng

•

Morrels Boutique Hotel
Johannesburg, Gauteng

•

Life Prep College
Durban, KwaZulu-Natal

•

Warwick’s Chef School
Hermanus, Western Cape

•

Frans du Toit High School
Phalaborwa, Limpopo

•

Three Rivers Lodge & Villa
Vereeniging, Gauteng

•

Time Out Coffee Lounge
Middelburg, Ekurhuleni

•

Pzazz Patisserie
Carletonville, Gauteng

•

Lenasia Community Centre
Lenasia, Gauteng

•

Butlers Hotel School
Kimberley, Northern Cape

CHEFS RIDE AGAINST
HUNGER 2016
On 16 November 2016, Jeff
Schueremans along with 18 Chefs and
friends, rode the 94.7 Cycle Challenge
to raise funds for the World Chefs
Tour Fund. Cycling Chefs included
five of the Kilimanjaro Chefs: Jeff
Schueremans, Heinz Brunner, Glynn
Sinclair, Manfred Reinhart and Fritz
Flatscher. Other Cycling Chefs and
hospitality friends included Marina
Verbruggen, Alisdair Condie, and
Oscar Brenna, amongst others.
A total of R26 604 was raised
for the WCTAH Fund.
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AIMS FOR 2017
WCTAH Gala Dinner Fundraiser 2017
The WCTAH Gala Fundraiser
took place on 28 March 2017 at
the Montecasino Ballroom. The
fundraiser format changed to
incorporate more participation from
all the guests by hosting a ‘Minute
To Win It’ games event evening. In
the end, R123 285.10 was raised.
Chefs Ride Against
Hunger Fundraising 2017
Under the guidance and support
of Jeff Schueremans, Cycling Chefs
and friends will be participating
throughout the year in various cycle
races to raise money for the WCTAH
Fund. The first race took place on 8
March 2017, with the Cape Argus
Cycle Challenge, which is celebrating
40 years of the cycling competition.

A THRIVING CHARITY
Thari Mmelegi Building Project
On 28 November 2016, Thari
Mmelegi Feeding Centre in
Monnakato, Rustenburg, officially
opened its doors as ‘The Bill
and Linda Gallagher Centre of
Hope’, in honour of the late Dr.
Billy Gallagher, and his wife Linda
Gallagher. Dr. Gallagher was one of
South Africa’s iconic figures in the

Food and Beverage industry. He
was a chef, mentor, industry icon,
author and humanitarian, and his
experience spanned over four
decades at the highest level.
Thari Mmelegi Orphanage is
an organisation that caters for
orphans and needy children from
the Monnakato Township, outside
Rustenburg. The number of orphans
and vulnerable children in this area
is extremely high as many parents in
this community fall victim to AIDS.
All of these children, no matter what
their circumstance, are hungry and
desperate. The orphanage feeds
and caters for these children, and
provides a safe, loving environment
for every child who visits.
Nicholas Froneman, Executive
Chef of The Palace at Sun City and
a Director of the South African
Chefs Association, saw a need to
assist Thari Mmelegi, and in March
2013, he started The Building Fund.
What was once an open-sided
shelter constructed of poles and
a tin roof where the children
ate outside, is now a proper
feeding centre that will be able
to support more children from
the community. Facilities include
a full kitchen, dining hall, library,
sick bay, and overnight facility.

THANK YOU TO THESE
BENEFACTORS FOR
THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS
AND SUPPORT OVER
THE PAST FOUR YEARS
Benefactor

Financial
contribution

Sun International
Sun City CSI Fund

R325 000

Nedbank

R250 000

Prestige Cleaning

R40 000

Fruit Spot

R15 000

Chaine de Rotisseurs
Baillage de Pretoria

R20 650

SA Chefs Academy
of Chefs

R68 587

* Platinum Bikers helped to purchase
the land under the name of Thari
Mmelegi Orphanage

A special thank you to Sun International’s
Sun City CSI Team and Sun City
management and staff who have
supported Nicholas Froneman in this
amazing endeavour. Although the feeding
centre will make a massive difference to
the children of Monnakato Township, it will
no doubt help to uplift the community too.

Unsplash © Photographers: Monika Grabkowsk, Juan-Jose Valencia Aantia, Brigitte Tohm, Nikolai Chernichenko, Monika Grabkowska, Toa Heftiba, Carissa Gan, Jez Timms,
Lobostudio Hamburg, Iwona Lach, Sharon Chen, Charles Koh

REGIONAL
OVERVIEWS
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GAUTENG COMMITTEE

T

he main aim of the Gauteng
Committee during the year
under review was to host
more events and networking
opportunities for members and
to build on the previous years. A
focus was also to get more involved
in Pretoria, as Johannesburg has
historically been the focus.
Successful events over the year
included a beer making day at
Copperlake Breweries in Broadacres
in April. Here the Gauteng members

made their very own batch of
beer called “Chefs Brew”. In
June, members held an event
at the Crown Plaza in Rosebank
where they enjoyed the “Chefs
Brew” and a lamb on the spit.
Gauteng members also
assisted and ran the SA Chefs
stand at the Good Food &
Wine Show. The show
was a remarkable success and
the SA Chefs stand was a great
attraction at the show, with many

chefs doing cooking demos. There
were also noteworthy co-exhibitors
with some fantastic products.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
As the committee was very much
in a period of transition, new
people with innovative ideas were
needed. As such, many of the
committee members – including
Chairman Clinton Verhoog –
stepped down, and Raynor
Damons took over as Chairman.

WESTERN CAPE
COMMITTEE
The Meet and Greet in July
was held at Newlands Spring
Brewing and included a beer
tour, a demonstration, and a beer
tasting. At InfoChef in August,
speakers included Pete GoffeWood, Henrico Grobbelaar, Claire
Gunn, Luke Dale-Roberts and
Megan Angus from Woodview.
The Annual Gala Auction
Fundraising Dinner in September was
one for the books. Held at the Table
Bay Hotel, guests were treated to
canapés, a 3-course dinner, a cheese
course and friandise, entertainment,
and an auction − and a cheque for
a staggering R130 000 from the
auction was handed over to Kids of
the Cape Charity in February 2017.

T

he Western Cape enjoyed a
busy period during the year
under review. At InfoChef in
May 2016, more than 300
people attended and there were
presentations from the likes of
Stephen Billingham, Pete Goffe-

Wood, Richard Bosman, Abigail
Donnelly and more. At the Good
Food & Wine Show in June, the
Western Cape Committee assisted
the SA Chefs Head Office with
stand development, presenters,
demos and competitions.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
The committee’s major focus for the
upcoming year will be to maintain the
existing chefs’ membership numbers
and to grow the social events to
ensure recruitment and growth under
younger chefs’ membership numbers.
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GARDEN ROUTE
COMMITTEE

E

very year, Committee
Chairman Francois Ferreira
arranges a Local Supplier
Day and it is always very well
attended. Local suppliers, chefs
from various facilities as well as
General Managers and Food &
Beverage Managers from various
hotels and resorts all attend – and
the last event was no different.
A key event on the calendar is
the renowned Gourmets and
Gourmands, a function held every

August to raise funds for the
Carpe Diem School for mentally
and physically challenged children.
This function is now in its ninth
year, and invites 18 restaurants,
hotels, and resorts to cook a
four-course meal for 10 people.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Various demonstrations and
workshops are planned for the
course of next year – where both
chefs and young chefs will be invited.
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NORTH WEST COMMITTEE

T

here were several stand-out
events in the North West
during the year under review.
The highlight was the opening
of the feeding centre called “The Bill
and Linda Gallagher Centre of Hope”
in honour of the late Dr Bill Gallagher,
and his wife Linda, in November 2016.
In 2013, Thari Mmelegi Orphanage
was brought on as a beneficiary of
the World Chefs Tour Against Hunger
Fund − to support the feeding of
vulnerable and orphaned children

in the Monnakato area. Nicholas
Froneman, Executive Chef of The
Palace at Sun City and a Director of
SA Chefs Association, saw the need
to assist Thari Mmelegi. Later that
year he started The Building Fund.
Thanks to the help of numerous
benefactors, the orphanage now feeds
and cares for these children, and
provides a safe, loving environment
for every child who stays there.
Sun City very generously
hosted the Academy of Chefs

function, managed by the Regional
Committee, where Brian Mackay
was inducted as a AOC member.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
There are various cooking
demonstrations that will continue
to happen in the upcoming year. As
the North West has created a large
gathering of chefs, the Committee
would like to be more active in
organising exhibitions and hold an
InfoChef event in this region.
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KWAZULU-NATAL
COMMITTEE

T

he members in the KwaZuluNatal Committee enjoyed
an extremely busy year. The
year under review kicked
off with the SA Chefs “Meet the
Members” event, which was held
at Unilever Umhlanga. There were
representatives from culinary
schools all over Durban and it was
a wonderful afternoon of fun and
games with great prizes. There were
food and wine pairing competitions,
and briefing sessions with over 80
young chefs who attended from
over six different schools and
establishments, which culminated
with a competition at InfoChef.
InfoChef Durban continues to
grow from strength to strength.
2016’s theme was to follow the
“Artisan food and beverage industry”,
providing informative guidance
and addressing food produced by
non-industrialised methods. The
day started off with a hands-on
demo, exploring the craft of artisan

© PEXELS

butchery. During the Bayede! Food
and Wine Pairing Competition
Finals, the standard and knowledge
of pairing the food with wine
among the SA Chefs YCC KZN
members was extremely high − and
extensive feedback was given to
all the competitors to ensure that
the young chefs know where to
improve for their next competition.
On Mandela Day, SA Chefs in
KZN spent 67 minutes giving over
250 cups of soup and bread to the
homeless. Young Chefs from various
cooking schools helped and gave
their time to feed those in need.
Next up was the Good Food &
Wine Show Durban, where KZN
Olympic Bronze Medallist chefs,
Zandria De Nobrega and Tayla Schou,
did cooking demonstrations at the
SA Chefs stand. There was great
interaction between the sponsors
and chefs, as they did battle in a
“ready-steady”-type cook off. The
weekend ended with a cocktail

party for sponsors and suppliers.
2017 started off with a bang with
the relaunch of YCC KZN on 8 April
2017. There was interaction with
over 100 young chefs, who learnt
various aspects of sustainable fishing.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
The KZN Committee aims to
further anchor SA Chefs’ presence
firmly within KwaZulu-Natal.
The committee plans to create
sustainable, interactive events by
promoting the art of cooking and
in so doing, enhance membership
numbers and improve the support
structure and benefits for existing
members. The revitalisation of the
YCC KZN has been met with open
arms and sees steady growth and
interaction with youth, thus bridging
the gap between the committee
and the young chefs. Through these
events the KZN Committee also
hopes to create opportunities for
sponsors and associated businesses.
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MPUMALANGA COMMITTEE

G

eneral Manager Thomas
Overbeck asked Simon
Sutherland to resurrect the
Mpumalanga Committee.
During the year under review, Simon
engaged with many chefs in the area to
establish the levels of interest – and the
reaction has been extremely positive.

Simon planned an event in August
2017, a social gathering − to chart
the way forward. If all goes well,
the Mpumalanga members will look
at holding monthly events; initially
these will be of a social nature to
build the chapter. The Mpumalanga
chapter has plans to feed the children
at an orphanage in the province.

MEDIA

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

The Of ficial Voice of the South African Chefs Association
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DO BUSINESS

FREE STATE COMMITTEE
DAIRY BY DESIGN

Reinventing the Classics

A

s the Free State region is
very small with very few
high-profile restaurants
and hotels, the year under
review was challenging for the
Free State. As such, the main aim
for members was to establish a
small committee that could assist
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An Audit of the Leading Tertiary
Education Providers

Innovations, Creations and Classics

the industry locally with staffing
issues, advice, and general training.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Although there were no events
during the year under review, the
Committee is hoping to plan several
formal dinners to raise funds to

© PEXELS

contribute towards struggling
students’ tuition fees – plus seeing
other chefs volunteering to assist and
grow SA Chefs in the Free State. It
remains a goal to (once again) host
a small InfoChef for the members
in the region and to promote the
cheffing industry to the public.
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